How to prepare for press briefings
using the networks’ knowledge
Dr. Cathelijne Stoof, Wageningen University

@dr_firelady @PyroLife_ITN

Active scicomm
Reactive scicomm
(they have your
name... and
number)

Why I do science communication
-

-

Importance of general public knowing
- What scientists do
- Basics of risk and resilience
Enjoy multidisciplinary communication

Scicomm brought me
- joy
- exposure, proof of societal impact (grants)
- expanded network
- insight into stakeholder needs
@dr_firelady @PyroLife_ITN
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How I use the network – reactive
-

Finding trustworthy information - when media request
comes in, I need to know what’s going on
-

Other media (e.g. The Guardian, Público)

-

Twitter – fire service, scientists, remote sensing

-

Personal contacts, whatsapp groups

-

Lists of colleagues who can help

Amazon fires 2019: Flamework, forest ecologists, team of
interdisciplinary WUR colleagues to deal with sheer load of
requests
Dutch fires 2020: Help! Now I am the local expert? Using
Flamework to check my surprise about fire handling
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How I use the network - proactive
-

Suggesting diverse experts locally, or with other
backgrounds

-

International experts who can be more critical (link)
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Preparedness – making media work more sustainable
-

Lists of trusted sources

-

Arrangement w press office to help w media storms

-

Lists of standard questions & answers

-

-

What burns, where, how

-

Source of ignition

-

Any people around

-

Is it climate change

-

Who can we blame

Standard message – push for integrated fire management,
year-round attention to fire, and counter falsehoods

Journalists nearly always want to know the same things
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Science communication & mental health
-

Following disasters live on Twitter

-

Pre-emptively preparing sources in case a fire may
become a disaster

-

Aware of impact of disasters on my mental health

-

Stop reading the news, Twitter

-

I only prepare when a request comes in

I used to be called for large fires.
Now I am only get calls when
(a lot of) people have been killed
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Getting official recognition
-

Societal impact not part of performance evaluation

-

Make successes visible (e.g. Twitter)

-

Explicitly ask for my name to be included

-

Scicomm costs a lot of time

-

My success helps my employer

-

Request support: handling, output, recognition

-

Societal impact needs to be officially valued, not done in
our spare time
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Making media work more sustainable
-

-

Preparedness
- Know the standard questions
- Prepare your standard message
- List [diverse] trusted sources & forwards
‘Make friends before you need them’ - Alex Held
Do not try this alone – arrange support
Watch out for yourself
Make sure to get credit
Innovative Training Network
Marie Sklodowska Curie Actions
H2020-MSCA-ITN-2019
EU grant #860787

Dr. Cathelijne Stoof
@dr_firelady @PyroLife_ITN
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